Pump Controller
Type ABS PC 441
- with ABS AquaProg

AquaProg is a Windows based software specially made for setting and monitoring of Sulzer substations.

Communication with the controller is established via RS 232, USB or Modem (analogue or GPRS) connection between substation and computer.

Features
- Configuring substation PC 441 together with CA 441 - CA 443
- Checking and acknowledging alarms
- Checking events
- Collecting log data
- Showing the display and LED of the substation
- Showing the status of the in- and outputs of the substation
- Collecting and sending the configuration data of the substation
- Substation software upgrade

Overview picture in AquaProg for the PC 441 concept

Example of a status overview screen in AquaProg for PC 441

Example of a settings overview screen in AquaProg for PC 441